Categorizing the stage of glaucoma from pre-diagnosis to end-stage disease.
To provide a reliable, comprehensive staging system to assess glaucoma stage in the absence of an universally accepted glaucoma staging system (GSS) on the basis of visual field results. Literature review and GSS adaptation. After a review of published GSSs was conducted, the Bascom Palmer (Hodapp-Anderson-Parrish) GSS was selected as an appropriate platform for a retrospective GSS on the basis of visual fields. The system was modified by a panel of glaucoma specialists, and additional modifications were made after pilot testing to cover the full range of disease progression, from preglaucoma diagnosis to complete blindness; the ordered stages reflect the typical progression of glaucoma. The GSS is comprised of six ordered stages and is on the basis of the Humphrey visual field. The completed GSS was validated by reviewing patient charts from 12 US glaucoma centers. The GSS allows accurate staging of 100% of glaucoma on the basis of visual fields and other data, enabling evaluation of disease progression and resource utilization at various glaucoma stages. Additionally, treatment costs may be assigned to determine cost-effectiveness of treatment. Research utilizing the GSS has found that cost of care increases with increasing disease severity. The GSS may be used as the basis for creating treatment guidelines, which have the potential to delay glaucoma progression and lower treatment costs.